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Abstract

In this paper we describe our vision on how to create a system that acquires moral rules by learning affective meaning of human experiences written on the web.

Introduction

Our research on developing what Yudkowsky (2007) named Friendly AI is mostly based on the vast textual WWW resources and on a presumption that most people follow the Ethic of Reciprocity (Golden Rule in Ethics). Our webcrawler for collecting human experiences is equipped with an affect recognizer that allows automatic emotion categorization of text. This can lead to creation of an “internal advisor” for various systems where human feedback is needed to make a decision but there is no supervisor around. Children learn by drawing morals from a parents’ or other people’s stories, however we need machines to search for them and interpret them automatically to make such a process efficient. As machines are still not able to fully perceive world with its five senses, third person’s experiences become crucial source of knowledge. We assume that to interpret them correctly the morals must be drawn by understanding affective meaning of human acts.

Toward Moral Rules Acquisition

Inductive learning approach is quite efficient for the knowledge acquisition task, however ambitious "artificial infant" projects disappear without striking success after showing a promising start. We assume it is because with limited (or none) sensory input and only real supervisors - the learning process soon meets its limits. For this reason we decided to automatize the supervising process by using Bacteria Lingualis self-learning abilities briefly described in the next section. For testing this idea (and acquiring an empathic machine) we chose moral rules acquisition as ethics is a field when common sense knowledge collides with basic emotions - two objects of Bacteria’s processing.

Bacteria Lingualis Webcrawler

Our idea of an imaginary beneficial bacteria living in the world of language was introduced in (Rzepka & Araki 2003). Its main purpose is to acquire bits of knowledge by using Japanese language particles as enzymes and to evaluate these bits in terms of 10 kinds of emotions. There are four parts of our “emotional webcrawler”: Flagellum, which is a motor for traversing the “Soup of Knowledge” - WWW in our case, Affect Receptors which calculate emotional categories of every written experience, Concrete and Abstract Knowledge Memory which allows to store not only the specific examples but also the abstracted conclusions and Good Feeling Pursue Cell which plays a role of a utilitarian instinct while applying the system and its knowledge to other applications.

Conclusions and Future Work

In this abstract we introduced our idea to combine our previous methods to facilitate the task of developing an empathic machine. We follow a presumption that WWW provides enough commonsense facts which (after affective categorization) will lead to correct ethical reasoning. Our presentation will show results of preliminary experiments which we wish to discuss with researchers developing human-level learners.
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1 We use 10 categories: joy / delight, anger, sorrow / sadness, fear, shame / shyness / bashfulness, liking / fondness, dislike / destestation, excitement, relief and surprise / amazement; details in (Ptaszynski et al. 2009).
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